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CONTINUITY AND CHANGE: Four Indonesian Cabinets Since
October 1, 1965, with scattered data on their members' 
organizational and ethnic affiliations, age and place 
of birth.
(Prepared by the Editors)
One partial measure of the shifts in political power in Indo­
nesia since the abortive coup of October 1 is the altered composi­
tion of the official political elite —  those persons holding 
ministerial rank. The changes in this official elite amply demon­
strate the post-coup gravitation of political power —  formal as 
well as informal —  to a new clustering of factions dominated prin­
cipally by the Indonesian army under General Suharto. At the same 
time, a study of these changes also suggests both the gradual pace 
of this political shift and its limits. It is noteworthy, for ex­
ample, that over 20 persons holding a ministerial-level position on 
October 1 still held such a position in the Aropera Cabinet formed 
some ten months later on July 28.
In an effort to highlight these themes of continuity and change 
in the official elite, the editors have tried to present something 
more than a mere catalogue of the numerous alterations in the elite. 
Essentially what is given below are four cabinet lists —  each 
representing a somewhat blurred, still photograph of the formal 
distribution of power in Indonesia at four key junctures in the 
dynamic process of developing a new political equilibrium.
The first list serves as a benchmark. It shows the official 
elite of what is now known as the "Old Order" —  the Guided Democ­
racy of President Sukarno —  in its fullest and final formal incar­
nation on the eve of the coup. The very title of this cabinet —  
Dwikorad) —  nicely symbolizes the typical Guided Democracy pri­
ority on a militantly nationalist foreign policy best known for its 
"confrontation" with Malaysia. More importantly, the organizational 
affiliations of the Dwikora members (see the first column to the 
right of each minister's name) reflect Sukarno's effort to institu­
tionalize his preference for a Nasakom government —  a coalition 
government integrating representatives of Indonesia's three dominant 
political orientations of nationalism, religion and communism. 
Indications that Sukarno had, in fact, not progressed very far with 
the Nasakomization of the government are also apparent. Not only 
was the PKI limited to just one ministerial post with portfolio, 
but the anti-communist army leadership maintained their hold on a 
plethora of such posts. Finally, with regard to ethnic origin (see 
the second column to the right of each minister's name) the Dwikora 
Cabinet possessed a heavily Javanese aspect. The proportion of 
Javanese in the Cabinet considerably exceeded the approximately *+5:55 
ratio of Javanese to non-Javanese in the population as a whole.
(1) Dwikora is the Indonesian abbreviation for the two commands
issued by President Sukarno in May 1964 to intensify the execu­
tion of the policy of "Crush Malaysia."
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With the Dwikora Cabinet of October 1 as a benchmark the re­
shuffle of the Dwikora Cabinet on February 2*f becomes more compre­
hensible. In retrospect it appears as a last, perhaps inevitably 
abortive, attempt by Sukarno to forestall the further erosion of 
his powers and the reversal of his Nasakom and confrontation poli­
cies. Although initially successful in ousting General Nasution as 
Defense Minister, Sukarno in the end achieved only the acceleration 
of the very tendencies he had hoped to check. Within two weeks the 
army, together with its demonstrative student allies, forced Sukarno 
to transfer effective power to General Suharto. There quickly 
followed an order for the arrest of 15 of Sukarno's closest allies, 
including Dr. Subahdrio.
Coming in the wake of these signal Sukarno defeats, it is not 
surprising that the next reshuffle of the Dwikora Cabinet (see below 
p. 200) marked the transition to what is now termed the "New Order." 
The character of the "New Order" finds much fuller expression, how­
ever, with the inauguration of the Ampera Cabinet on July 28 (see 
below p. 208) just three weeks after the MPRS had confirmed Sukarno's 
earlier transfer of power to Suharto on March 11. In almost every respect the Ampera Cabinet offers a contrast -- at least in degree, 
if not in kind —  with the pre-coup Dwikora Cabinet as constituted 
on October 1. Despite the inclusion of many holdovers from the 
ranks of the Dwikora Cabinet, this first largely army-selected cabi­
net represented a new mood in Djakarta politics. The very name Ampera —  The Message of the People's Suffering^) —  testified to 
the sharp reversal of Sukarno's priorities in favor of concentration 
on rehabilitating Indonesia's economy. Consistent with this new con­
cern , the cabinet had a technocratic appearance thanks to the preva­
lence of academic degrees among the new ministers —  including several 
of the military officers. Even more marked, however, was the con­
trast in political coloration with the Dwikora Cabinet of ten months 
before. With the decimation of the PKI and all of its affiliate 
organizations, the "New Order" had guaranteed that for the short 
term there would be no revival of even the idea of a Nasakom regime 
as envisioned by Sukarno. While retaining the strong Javanese cast 
of its predecessor, the "New Order" had unmistakably abandoned the 
leftist mystique of Sukarno's Guided Democracy. For the moment at 
least a more conservative and pragmatic attitude characterized the 
official political elite of Indonesia.
* * * A *
To facilitate understanding of politically significant continui­
ties and changes the editors have employed several devices in com­
piling the four cabinet lists discussed above. First, the names of 
individuals in any of the first three of the lists who are destined 
to lose ministerial rank in a succeeding list are underlined.
(2) AMPERA is the Indonesian abbreviation coined by President Sukarno to demonstrate Guided Democracy's concern with the people's 
welfare.
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Second, individuals in any of the last three lists who have 
appeared in an earlier list receive one asterisk to the left of 
their name for each instance of such durability. For example, K. H. 
Idham Chalid who has served in all four cabinets —  albeit in 
different posts —  has three asterisks next to his name in the 
Ampera Cabinet listing.
Third, the order in which the various ministries or departments 
are listed follows roughly the scheme initiated with the Ampera 
Cabinet. This scheme groups the ministries functionally into five 
major areas —  defense and security, political affairs, people's 
welfare, economics and finance, and industry and development. In 
the case of the Ampera Cabinet listing this scheme encompasses all 
persons of ministerial rank. In the earlier cabinets, however, 
persons serving as advisor to the President or as heads of various 
governmental agencies —  not to mention the chairmen of the top 
legislative bodies —  were accorded ministerial rank. All such 
ministers have been placed at the end of the first three cabinet 
listings.
Adoption of a common scheme of organization for the four 
cabinet lists does, of course, entail considerable re-arrangement 
of the official listings of the Dwikora Cabinet and the February 24 and March 30 reshuffles. Nevertheless, such rearrangement seems 
justified both because the Dwikora sequence had no apparent func­
tional rationale and because comparison with the current Ampera 
Cabinet is greatly facilitated by use of the common scheme. More­
over, the official listing of the Dwikora Cabinet as constituted 
on October 1, 1965 is already available to readers of Indonesia 
in Susan Finch and Daniel Lev, Republic of Indonesia Cabinets 
1945-1965 (Cornell Modern Indonesia Project: Interim Report Series,
196S), Appendix, pp. 6-14. The same source provides the composition 
of the Dwikora Cabinet at the time of its inauguration on Septem­
ber 2, 1966.
*
Fourth, in the case of the Ampera Cabinet list the editors have 
included officials designated secretary-general and director-general. 
Although not formally regarded as persons of ministerial rank, the 
functions of these officials were often held by ministers or deputy 
ministers in the three preceding lists. Accordingly it seemed 
reasonable to consider them as having ministerial rank for purposes 
of comparison with the earlier Dwikora lists. Fifth, the rela­
tively few ministerial changes which occurred in the periods between 
the four cabinet lists have been listed following each of the first 
three.
(3) Such posts were stripped of ministerial status at the time of 
the installation of the Ampera Cabinet.
(4) It should also be noted that these officials were installed in 
early August some days after the formal installation of the 
ministers of the Ampera Cabinet on July 28.
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Sixth, the primary organizational affiliation and the ethnic 
origin of each minister has been indicated in the two columns to the 
right of his name. Where an individual has no formal party identifi­
cation, the appropriate space has been left blank. Where a person 
is strongly identified with an organization, but not an official 
member, A single parenthesis has been placed around the organizational 
designation. If a minister is —  at the time of a given list —  a 
member of a banned or disbanded organization, a bracket has been 
placed around the organizational designation. Question marks indi­
cate those many instances where the editors do not know an organiza­
tional or ethnic affiliation. It is the hope of the editors that 
this public confession of ignorance will inspire readers of Indonesia 
to offer additions, corrections, and comment.
Finally, to aid analysis an alphabetical index of all persons 
appearing in the four lists is found on pp. 213-222. Apart from 
repeating the organizational and ethnic data given in the cabinet 
lists, this index also contains —  where known —  the place and date 
of birth of each minister. The numbers 1 , 2 , 3  and 4 indicate in 
which of the four cabinets a given minister served.
List of Abbreviations used by the Editors
A s Ambonese Mak - Makassarese
At j : At jehnese MB £ Mandailing Batak
Bal s Balinese Men £ Menadonese
Ban s Bantenese M/G £ Major General
B/G r Brigadier General Muham. £ Muhammsdijah
Bug £ Buginese Pal £ PalembangerCh s Chinese-Indonesian P.M. £ Prime Minister
Comm/G s Commissioner General R/A £ Rear Admiral
D-G £ Director-General S £ Sundanese
Dj £ Djakartan Sang £ SanghierHigh/C = High Commissioner TB £ Toba Batak
J £ Javanese Tj £ Tjireboner
L/C £ Lieutenant Colonel V/A = Vice Admiral
L/G £ Lieutenant General V/M £ Vice Marshal
M = Minangkabau
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KABINET DWIKORA, PEOPLE'S DOUBLE COMMAND CABINET 
as constituted on October 1, 1965
President
1st Deputy P.M. 
2nd Deputy P.M. 
3rd Deputy P.M.
PRIME MINISTER 
Ir. Dr. H. Soekarno 
CABINET PRESIDIUM 
Dr. H. Subandrio
Dr. Johannes Leimena Parkindo
Dr. Chaerul Saleh (Murba)
I. DEFENSE AND SECURITY 
COMPARTMENT OF DEFENSE AND SECURITY
Coordinating Minister/ Armed Forces Chief 
of Staff 
Army Commander 
Navy Commander 
Air Force Commander 
Police Commander
General Dr. Abdul Haris 
Nasution
L/G Achmad Yani 
V/A R. fcddy Martadinata 
V/M Omar fthani 
B/G Sutjipto Judodihardjo Police
II. POLITICAL AFFAIRS
COMPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, FOREIGN ECONOMIC 
RELATIONS AND FOREIGN TRADE
Coordinating Minister/ Dr. H. Subandrio 
Minister
COMPARTMENT OF LAW AND INTERNAL AFFAIRS
Liaison with the MPRS, Rev. W. J. Rumambi 
DPGR, DPA and National 
FrontSecretary-General of Sudibjo 
the National Front
J-Bal
J
A
M
Army MB
Army JNavy S
Air Force J
J
Coordinating Minister Wirjono Prodjodikoro SH (PNI) Jand Chairman of 
Supreme Court 
Interior M/G Dr. Sumarno Army J
Justice Sosroatmodjo Achmad Astrawinata SH SAttorney-General B/G A. Sutardhio Army J
COMPARTMENT OF PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Coordinating Minister Prof.Dr. H. Roeslan PNI J
Information
Abdoelgani
M/G (titular) Achmadi [TP] J(Parkindo) Men
PSII
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III. PEOPLE'S WELFARE 
COMPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND CULTURE
Coordinating Minister 
Basic Education and 
Culture
Higher Education and 
Science 
Sport
Prof. Dr. Prijono 
Mrs. Artati Marsuki 
Sudirdjo
B/G Prof.Dr. Teuku 
Sjarif Thajeb 
R. Maladi
[Murba]
Army
COMPARTMENT OF PEOPLE'S WELFARE
J
J
At j 
J
Coordinating Minister 
Social Affairs
H. Muljadi Djojomartono 
Mrs. Rusiah Sardjono SH
Muham. J
J
Health M/G Prof. Dr. Satrio 
COMPARTMENT OF RELIGION
Army J
Coordinating Minister/ K.H. Saifuddin Zuhri NU JMinister of Religion
Hadj Affairs Liaison between the
Prof.K.H. Faried Ma'ruf Muham. ?K.H. Mohammad Iljas NU JGovernment end the 
Ulama
Seconded to the Coor- K.H. Fatah Jasin NU Jdinating Minister
IV. ECONOMICS AND FINANCE 
COMPARTMENT OF FINANCE
Coordinating Minister Sumarno SH PNI JCentral Bank Affairs Teuku Jusuf Muda Dalam PNI At jState Budget Affairs Drs. Surjadi PNI JState Revenues B/G Drs. Hugeng Iman 
Santoso
Police J
Insurance Affairs Sutjipto Surjo 
Amidharmo SH
PNI J
COMPARTMENT OF DISTRIBUTION
Coordinating Minister 
Internal Trade 
Land, Postal and 
Telecommunications 
and Tourism 
Air Communications
Transmigration and 
Cooperatives
Dr. Johannes Leimena 
B/G Achmad Jusuf 
L/G R. Hidajat Marta- 
atmadja
Flight Captain Partono 
Partokusumo 
Drs. A.M. Achadi
Parkindo AArmy ?
Army S
(Air Force) J
[TP] J
COMPARTMENT OF MARITIME AFFAIRS
Coordinating Minister/ M/G Ali Sadikin Marines S
Minister of Sea 
Communications
R/A Hamzah Atmohandojo 
R. Mardanus
Navy
(Navy)
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Fisheries and Ocean 
Exploitation 
Maritime Industries
COMPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND AGRARIAN AFFAIRS
Coordinating Minister/ Sadjarwo SH PNI
Minister of Agriculture
Plantations Drs. Frans Seda Katolik
Forestry Sudjarwo ?
Agrarian Affairs Rudolf Hermanses SH ?
Village Community Ipik Gandainana IPKI
DevelopmentPublic Irrigation Ir. Surachman PNI
V. DEVELOPMENT AND INDUSTRY 
COMPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND POWER
Coordinating Minister 
Road Construction
Trans-Sumatra Highway 
Water Supply 
City Planning and 
Construction 
Electricity and Power
Seconded to the Coor­
dinating Minister
M/G D. Suprajogi Army
B/G R. Hartawan Wirjo- Army
diprodjoIr. Slamat Bratanata PNI
Ir. P.C. Harjo Sudirdjo ?
David G. Cheng
Ir. Setiadi Reksoprodjo PemudaRakjat
Ir. Sutami ?
COMPARTMENT OF PEOPLE’S INDUSTRY
Coordinating Minister/ 
Minister for Home 
IndustryTextile Industry 
Light Industry 
Seconded to the Coor­
dinating Minister for 
Berdikari Affairs
M/G Dr. A. Azis Saleh
B/G Ashari Danudirdjo 
B/G Andi Mohammad Jusuf 
Radja Tumpal Durianus 
Pardede
Army/IPKI
Army
Army
?
COMPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT
Coordinating Minister/ 
Minister of Oil and 
Natural Gas Controller of Private 
Banks and Capital 
Labor
National Research
Veterans' Affairs and 
Demobilization 
Mining
Basic Industry
Dr. Chaerul Saleh
J.D. Massie
Sutomo Martopradoto 
Prof.Dr. Sudjono Djuned 
Pusponegoro 
M/G H. M7 Sarbini
Armunanto
Teuku M. Hadi Thajeb
(Murba)
?
Partindo
Army
Partindo
J
J
J
Flores
J
MenS
J
?J
S
J
Ch
J
J
J
J
Bug
TB
M
Men
J
J
J
J
Atj
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VI. OTHER OFFICIALS WITH MINISTERIAL RANKMINISTERS SECONDED TO THE PRESIDIUM
Minister of State Oei Tjoe Tat SH Baperki Ch
Minister of State Njoto PKI J
Minister of State Arifin Harahap SH IPKI MB
Minister of State B/G Mudjoko Kusumodirdjo Police J
Minister of State B/G Drs.H.Achmad Sukendro Army/IPKI J
Minister of State Asst.High Commissioner Police J
Drs. Boegie Soepeno
Minister of State M/6 Dr. Ibnu Sutowo Army J
Minister of State K.H. Aminuddin Azis NU J
COORDINATING MINISTERS HEADING GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
National Development Dr. Soeharto PNI J
and Planning
Chairman of the Finan- Sri Sultan Hamengku J
cial Affairs Inspec- Buwono IXtion BoardImplementation of Adam Malik [Murba] MBGuided Economy
MINISTERS SECONDED TO THE PRESIDENT
Advisor on the Mobili­
zation of Funds and 
Forces
Advisor on Military 
Affairs
Advisor on Internal 
Security
Ministers seconded to 
the President:
M. Notohamiprodjo
Marshal R. Surjadi Suriadarma 
General Sukarno 
Djojonagoro V/M Sri Muljono 
Herlambang 
Prof. Iwa Kusumasu- 
mantri. SH
OFFICIALS HOLDING THE RANK OF COORDINATING MINISTER
Chairman of the Provi­
sional People's Con­
sultative Assembly 
(MPRS)
Deputy Chairmen of the 
Provisional People's 
Consultative Assembly:
Chairman of the Gotong- 
Rojong Parliament 
(DPRGR)
First Deputy Chairman 
of the Supreme Advi­
sory Council (DPA)
Dr. Chaerul Saleh
Dipa Nusantara Aidit 
K.H. Idham Chalid 
Ali Sastroamidjojo SH 
M/G Wilujo Puspojudo Arudji Kartawinata
R.M. Sartono SH
? J
Air Force Tj
Police J
Air Force J
(Murba) S
(Murba) M
PKI ?
NU Bandj
PNI J
Army J
PSII S
PNI J
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OFFICIALS HOLDING THE RANK OF MINISTER
State Secretary Mohammad Ichsan SH J
Secretary to the Cabi­
net Presidium
Abdul Wahab Surjoadinin- 
grat SH [PIR]
J
Deputy Chairmen of the I Gusti Gde Subamia PNI Bal
Gotong-Rojong 
Parliament:
M.H. Lukman PKI J
K.ti. Achmad Sjaichu NU J
Commodore Mursalin Daeng 
Mamangung
Navy Mak
Second Deputy Chairman 
of the Supreme
Prof.Dr. Sujono 
Hadinoto SH
PNI J
Advisory Council
Director-General of Prof.Dr. G.A. Siwabessy A
the Atomic Energy 
Institute
Deputy Auditors- Sukardan SH J
General: Drs. H.A. Pandelaki ? Men
Mochtar Osman SH ? ?
Drs. Radius Prawiro ? J
Changes Occurring between October 1, 1965
and the Reshuffle of February 24, 1966
Oct. 16 Following Yani's murder, his place as Minister/Commander of 
the Army was taken by Ma j. Gen. Soeharto.
Oct. 16 Air Vice Marshal Omar Dhani was relieved as Minister/
Commander of the Air Force (ad interim) by Air Vice Marshal 
Sri Muljono Herlambang.
Oct. In the course of this month Ministers D. N. Aidit and
M. H. Lukman vanished and are presumed to have been mur­
dered.
Nov. In the course of this month Minister Njoto vanished and is
presumed to have been murdered.
Nov. 24 By Presidential Decision Air Vice Marshal Omar Dhani was 
honorably discharged from the Air Force and appointed 
Minister in charge of Aviation Industries. He was never 
inaugurated in this new function.
Dec. 15 Air Vice Marshal Sri Muljono Herlambang was inaugurated as permanent Minister/Commander of the Air Force.
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THE RESHUFFLED DWIKORA CABINET OF FEBRUARY 2H, 1966
PRIME MINISTER
President *Ir. Dr. H. Soekarno 
CABINET PRESIDIUM
J-Bal
1st Deputy P.M. *Dr. H, Subandrio J
2nd Deputy P.M. *Dr. Johannes Leimena Parkindo A3rd Deputy P.M. *Dr. Chaerul Saleh (Murba) M4th Deputy P.M. *K.H. Idham Ghalid NU Bandjar
Information (under 
the Presidium)
*M/G (titular) Achmadi
I. DEFENSE AND SECURITY 
COMPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
[TP] J
Coordinating Minister *M/G H.M. Sarbini Army JDeputy to the Coor­
dinating Minister
M/G Mursjid Army ?
Army Commander *L/G Suharto Army J
Navy Commander R/A R. Muljadi Navy JDeputy Navy Commander M/G Hartono Marines JAir Force Commander *V/M Sri Muljono 
fterlauibang Air Force J
Police Commander "Commissioner-General
Sutjipto Judodihardjo
II. POLITICAL AFFAIRS 
COMPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
Police J
Coordinating Minister/ *Dr. H. Subandrio JMinister of Foreign 
Affairs and Foreign 
Economic Relations
COMPARTMENT OF LAW AND INTERNAL AFFAIRS
Coordinating Minister 
Interior
Justice
Chairman of Supreme 
CourtAttorney-General
*R.M. Sartono SH 
*M/G Dr. Sumarno Sosroatmodjo 
*Achmad Astrawinata SH 
*Wirjono Prodjodikoro~SH
*B/G A. Sutardhio
COMPARTMENT OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
Coordinating Minister *Prof.Dr.H. Roeslan
Abdoelgani
Liaison with the MPRS, *Rev. W. J. Rumambi 
DPGR, DPA and National 
Front
Secretary-General of J. K. Tumakaka
the National Front
PNI J
Army J
S
(PNI) J
Army J
PNI J
(Parkindo) Men
Sang
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III. PEOPLE'S WELFARE 
COMPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND CULTURE
Coordinating Minister *Prof. Dr. Prijono [Murba] JBasic Education and Sumardjo PGRI non- J
Culture
Higher Education and *Dr. Johannes Leimena federation Parkindo AScience (ad interim) 
Sport *R. Maladi J
COMPARTMENT OF PEOPLE'S WELFARE
Coordinating Minister 
Social Affairs
*H. Muljadi Djojomartono 
*Mrs. Rusiah Sardjono SH
Muham. J
J
Health *M/G Prof. Dr. Satrio 
COMPARTMENT OF RELIGION
Army J
Coordinating Minister/ *K.H. Saifuddin Zuhri NU JMinister of ReligionHadj Affairs 
Liaison between the
*Prof. K.H.Faried Ma'ruf Muham. ?
Marzuki Jatim Muham. M
Government and the 
Ulama
Seconded to the Coor- *K.H. Fatah Jasin NU J
dinating Minister
IV. ECONOMICS AND FINANCE 
COMPARTMENT OF FINANCE
Coordinating Minister *Dr. Soeharto PNI J
Central Bank Affairs/ *Teuku Jusuf Muda Dalam PNI At j
Governor of Bank 
Negara Indonesia
Ministers for Central *Arifin Harahap SH IPKI MB
Bank Affairs seconded H. Mohammad Hassan NU Ch
to Minister Jusuf 
Muda Dalam:
State Budget Affairs *Drs. Surjadi PNI J
State Revenues *B/G Drs. Hugeng Iman Santoso Police J
Insurance Affairs *Sutjipto Surjo Amidharmo SH
PNI J
Controller of Private *J. D. Massie Men
Banks 6 Capital/Alter- 
nate Governor of the Bank Negara Indonesia
COMPARTMENT OF DISTRIBUTION
Coordinating Minister *Dr. Johannes Leimena Parkindo A
Internal Trade *B/G Achmad Jusuf Army 7
Land Communications *L/G R. Hidajat Martaatmad]a Army S
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Postal and Tele­
communications 
Air Communications
Transmigration and 
Cooperatives
*Marshal R. Surjadi 
Surladarma* Flight Captain Partono 
Partokusumo 
*Drs. A.M. Achadi
Air Force Tj 
(Air Force) J 
[TP] J
COMPARTMENT OF MARITIME AFFAIRS
Coordinating Minister/ *M/G Ali Sadikin Marines S
Minister of Sea Coir- munications
Fisheries and Ocean *R/A Hamzah Atmohandojo Navy J
Exploitation
Maritime Industries *R. Mardanus (Navy) J
COMPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND AGRARIAN AFFAIRS
Coordinating Minister *Sadjarwo SH PNI aAgriculture Ir. Sukarno ? jPlantations *Drs. Frans Seda Katolik Flores
Forestry *Sudjarwo ? J
Agrarian Affairs 
Public Irrigation £
*Rudolf Herroanses SH ? Men
*Ir. Surachman PNI J
Village Development
V. DEVELOPMENT AND INDUSTRY 
COMPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND POWER
Coordinating Minister/ 
Commander of Conefo 
Project
Road Construction
Trans-Sumatra Highway 
Water Supply 
City Planning 
Electricity
*Ir. Sutami
*B/G R. Hartawan Wirjo-1 1 u r-  ■ '■■ —.... .diprod]o
*Ir. Siamat Bratanata 
*Ir. P.C. Harjo Sudirdjo 
*David G. Cheng 
*Ir. Setiadi Reksoprodjo
COMPARTMENT OF PEOPLE'S INDUSTRY
Coordinating Minister 
Textile Industry 
Light Industry 
Home Industry 
Seconded to Coordinat­
ing Minister for 
Berdikari Affairs
*M/G Dr. A. Azis Saleh 
*B/<3 Ashari Danudirdjo 
V/M Suharnoko Harbani *Teuku M. Hadi Thajeb 
*Radja Tumpal Durianus 
Pardede
COMPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT
Coordinating Minister/ 
Minister of Tourism 
Labor
National Research 
Oil 6 Natural Gas
*Sri Sultan Hamengku 
Buwono IX
*Sutomo Martopradoto Ir. Suhadi fteksowardojo 
*M/G Dr. Ibnu Sutowo
? J
Army J
PNI S
? JCh
Pemuda
Rakjat
J
Army/IPKI J
Army J
Air Force J
At j
? TB
J
Partindo J
? J
Army J
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Veterans' Affairs 6 
Demobilization
M/G Basuki Rachmat Army J
Mining *Armunanto Partindo JBasic Industry *M/6 Andi Mohammad Jusuf Army Bug
VI. OTHER OFFICIALS WITH MINISTERIAL RANK 
MINISTERS SECONDED TO THE PRESIDIUM
Minister of State 
Minister of State 
Minister of State 
Minister of State 
Minister of State
*Oei Tjoe Tat SH 
*B/6 Mudjoko Kusumodirdjo »Bm  BFi.HIAc'Hiaa Tukendro 
Aminuddin Azis 
*Sudibio
COORDINATING MINISTERS HEADING GOVERNMENT 
(attached to the President)
National Development 
and Planning 
Chairman of the Finan­
cial Affairs Inspec­
tion Board 
Foreign Economic 
Relations
*Sumarno SH 
*M/G D. Suprajogi
*Adam Malik
Baperki Ch
Police J
Army J
NU J
PSII J
AGENCIES
PNI J
Army ?
[Murba] MB
MINISTERS SECONDED TO THE PRESIDENT
Advisor on Mobiliza­
tion of Funds 6 Forces
Advisor on Internal 
Security
Special Security 
Affairs
Advisor on Police 
Affairs
Seconded to the 
President
*M. Notohamiprodjo
*Gefteral Sukarno 
Djojonagoro 
Lt.Col. Imam Sjafe'i
Commissioner-GeneralSumarto
Munadjad Danusaputro SH
? J
Police J
Army Dj
Police J
(Katolik) J
OFFICIALS HOLDING THE RANK OF COORDINATING MINISTER
Chairman of the Provi­
sional Pedple^s Con­
sultative Assembly ’ (MPRS)
Deputy Chairmen of the 
Provisional People's Consultative Assembly: 
Chairman of the Gotong- Rojorig Parliament
*Pr. Chaerul Saleh
*Dr. K.H. Idham Chalid 
*Ali Sastroamidjojo SH *M/G Wilujo Puspojudo *1 Gusti Gde Subcunia
First Deputy Chairman *R.M. Sartono SH 
of the Supreme.Advi­
sory Council (DPA)
(Murba) M
NU BandjarPNI JArmy JPNI Bal
PNI J
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OFFICIALS HOLDING THE RANK OF MINISTER
State Secretary *Mohammad Ichsan SH J
Deputy Chairmen of the *B/G Prof. Dr. Teuku Army AtjGotong-Rojong Parliament:
Sjarif Thajeb 
*K.H. Achmad Sjaichu NU J
*R/A Mursalin Daeng Navy Mak
Mamangung 
Asmara Hadi Partindo S
Second Deputy Chairman *Prof. Dr. Sujono PNI J
of the Supriine 
Advisory Council 
Commander of the Avia­
Hadinoto SH 
*V/M Omar Dhani Air Force J
tion Industry Command 
(KOPPELAPIP)
Project Manager of Kurwet Kartaadiredja S
KOPPELAPIP 
Governor of the *M/G Dr. Sumarno Army J
Special District of 
Greater Djakarta Chairman of the
Sosroatmodjo 
*M/G Wilujo Puspojudo Army J
National Defense 
Institute
Director-General of *Prof.Dr.G.A. Siwabessy A
the Atomic Energy 
Institute 
Deputy Auditors- *Sukardan SH J
General: *Drs. H.A. Pandelaki ? Men
*Mochtar Osman SH ? ?
*Drs. Radius Prawiro ? j
Changes Occurring between Reshuffle of
February 24 and Reshuffle of March 36
March 17 Dr. H. Subandrio was arrested in the Palace in Djakarta, 
together with Sucomo Martopradoto, Armunanto and possibly 
some others.
March 18 Orders were issued for the arrest of 15 Ministers, and a 
Presidential Decree was issued designating their replace­
ments ad interim. In each case the replacement was a 
member of the February 24 Cabinet, who retained his pre­
vious appointment.
The Ministers ordered arrested were: Dr. H. Subandrio,
+Dr. Chaerul Saleh, +M/G (titular) Achmadi, Oei Tjoe Tat SH, 
M/G Dr. Sumarno Sosroatmodjo, Achmad Astrawinata SH, Teuku 
Jusuf Muda Dalam, Sufomo Martopradoto, Armunanto, +Ir. 
Surachman, +Drs. A. M. Achadi, Sumardjo, J. K. Tumakaka,
Ir. Setiadi Reksoprodjo, +Lt. Col. Imam Sjafe'i. (Those 
Ministers marked with a + seem to have evaded arrest on 
March 17-18.)
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The Cabinet Presidium was reconstituted as follows: 1, Sri
Sultan Hamengku Buwono IX; 2. Adam Malik; 3. Prof. Dr. H. 
Roeslan Abdoelgani; >4. K. H. Idham Chalid; 5. Dr. Johannes 
Leimena.
Other vacant positions were filled ad interim as follows: 
Coordinating Minister/Minister of Foreign Affairs and 
Foreign Economic Relations, Adam Malik; Interior/Governor 
of the Special District of Greater Djakarta, M/G Basuki 
Rachmat; Justice, Wirjono Prodjodikoro SH; Information,
Rev. W. J. Rumambi; Central Bank Affairs/Governor of the 
Bank Negara Indonesia, Soemamo SH; Labor, Drs. Frans Seda; 
Mining, M/G Dr. Ibnu Sutowo; Public Irrigation and Village 
Development, Ir. Petrus Canisius Harjo Sudirdjo; Trans­
migration and Cooperatives, B/G Drs. Achmad Sukendro; Basic 
Education and Culture/Higher Education and Science, B/G Dr. 
Teuku Sjarif Thajeb; Secretary-General of the National 
Front, K. H. Achmad Sjaichu; Electricity and Power, Ir. 
Sutami.
The same day a meeting of the Air Force Consultative 
Council was held in Djakarta at which it was decided that 
Minister/Commander of the Air Force Air Vice Marshal Sri 
Muljono Herlambang should tender his resignation to the 
President. The Council elected Air Commodore Rusmin 
Nurjadin as his temporary successor (caretaker).
March 19 Dr. Chaerul Saleh and M/G (titular) Achmadi were arrested 
at the Presidential Palace in Bogor.
March 20 Lt. Col. Imam Sjafe'i was arrested in Polonia, Djakarta.
March 23 Air Vice Marshal Sri Muljono Herlambang's resignation as Minister/Commander of the Air Force, backdated to March 
20, was presented to President Soekarno by Air Vice 
Marshal M. Makki Perdanakusumah.
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RESHUFFLED
President
1st Deputy P.M. for 
General Affairs 
2nd Deputy P.M. ad 
interim for liaison 
with supreme state 
institutions 
3rd Deputy P.M. for 
political institu­
tions
Hth Deputy P.M. for 
economic, financial 
and developmental 
affairs
5th Deputy P.M. ad 
interim for defence 
and security 6th Deputy P.M. for 
social and political 
affairs I.
DWIKORA CABINET OF MARCH
PRIME MINISTER 
Ir. Dr. H. Soekarno 
CABINET PRESIDIUM 
**Dr. Johannes Leimena 
**K.H. Idham Chalid
**Prof.Dr. H. Roeslan 
Abdoelgani
**Sri Sultan Hamengku 
Buwono IX
**L/G Suharto
**Adam Malik
30, 1966
J-Bal
Parkindo A
NU Bandj
PNI J
J
Army J
[Murba] MB
I. DEFENSE AND SECURITY UNDER 5TH DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER
MINISTRY OF THE ARMY
Minister/Commander **L/G Suharto
MINISTRY OF THE NAVY
Army J
Minister/Commander *R/A R. Muljadi Navy J
Minister/Deputy Com- *M/G Hartono Marines J
mander of the Navy
MINISTRY OF THE AIR FORCE 
Minister/Commander to be determined later
MINISTRY OF THE POLICE
Minister/Commander **Commissioner-General Police J
Sutjipto Judodihardjo
MINISTRY OF VETERANS' AFFAIRS AND DEMOBILIZATION
Minister **M/G H.M. Sarbini Army J
MINISTRY/ATTORNEY-GENERAL'S OFFICE
Minister/Attorney- B/G Sueih Arto Army J
General
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II. POLITICAL AFFAIRS UNDER 6TH DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER(1) 
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
Minister
Minister/Deputy 
Minister for Internal 
Affairs
Village Development 
Agrarian Affairs 
Transmigration
**Adam Malik
MINISTRY OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS 
*M/G Basuki Rachmat
Minister/Chairman of 
Supreme Court
Minister
**K.H. Aminuddin Azis 
**Rudolf Hermanses SH 
R/A Sujono Suparto
MINISTRY OF JUSTICE
**Wirjono Prodjodikoro 
SH
MINISTRY OF INFORMATION 
**Rev. W. J. Rumambi
[Murba] MB
Army J
NU J? Men
Navy J
(PNI) J
(Parkindo) Men
III. PEOPLE'S WELFARE UNDER 6TH DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER 
MINISTRY OF BASIC EDUCATION AND CULTURE
Minister/Deputy 
Minister of Culture 
Basic Education 
Higher Education 
Sport
Minister 
Deputy Minister
Minister
Sarino Mangunpranoto
Mohammad Said Mashuri SH 1 
**R. Maladi
MINISTRY QF PEOPLE'S WELFARE
**H. Muljadi Diojomartono 
**Mrs. Rusiah Sardjono Stf
MINISTRY OF HEALTH
**M/G Prof. Dr. Satrio
Minister/Deputy Minis­
ter for Religion 
Had} Affairs 
Liaison between the 
Government and the 
Ulama
MINISTRY OF RELIGION 
**K.H. Saifuddin Zuhri
**Prof.K.H. Faried Ma'ruf Muham. *Marzuki Jatim
PNI J
J
[TP] JJ
Muham. JJ
Army J
NU J
?
Muham. M
(1) Officials listed after the Minister of each Ministry have the 
title of Deputy Minister unless otherwise indicated.
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MINISTRY OF THE LABOR FORCE
Minister High Commissioner Dr. Police MAwaluddin Djamin
IV. ECONOMICS AND FINANCE UNDER HTH DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER
MINISTRY OF TRADE V.
Minister **B/G Ashari Danudirdjo Amy J
Trade Col.Abdul Rachman Army ?
Cooperatives B/G Achmad Tirtosudiro Amy J
MINISTRY OF FINANCE
Minister/Deputy Minis **Sumarno SH PNI J
ter for Finance
Central Bank Affairs **Drs. Radius Prawiro ? J
Budget Affairs **Drs.H.A. Pandelaki ? MenInsurance Affairs **But}ipto Surjo 
Amidharmo SR 
B/G Suhardi
PNI J
Controller of Private Army J
Banks and Capital
Minister
MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS 
R/A Jatidjan Navy J
Land Communications B/G Utojo Utomo Amy J
Sea Communications Commodore Susatyo Navy J
Air Communications
Mardhie**V/M (titular) Partono (Air Force) J
Postal 8 Tele-
Partokusumo 
S.H. Simatupang 7 TB
communications
Minister/Deputy Minis
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE 
**Drs. Frans Seda Katolik Flores
ter of PlantationsAgriculture *Ir. Sukarno ? J
Forestry **Sudjarwo ? J
Fisheries 8 Ocean **R/A Hamzah Atmohandojo Navy J
Exploitation
V. DEVELOPMENT AND INDUSTRY UNDER 1TH DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER 
MINISTRY OF BASIC AND LIGHT INDUSTRY
Minister/Deputy Minis­
ter of Basic Industry 
Light Industry 
Maritime Industries 
Aviation Industry
**M/G Andi Mohammad Jusuf Army Bug
*V/M Suharnoko Harbani 
**R. Mardanus
Commodore J. Salatun
tAir Force J 
(Navy) J 
Air Force J
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MINISTRY OF TEXTILE AND HOME INDUSTRIES
Minister/Deputy Minis- **Teuku M. Hadi Thajeb 
ter for Home Industry 
(the latter ad interim)
Textile Industry Ir. Sjafiun ?
MINISTRY OF MINING, OIL AND NATURAL GAS
Minister/Deputy Minis- **M/G Dr. Ibnu Sutowp Army
ter for Oil and 
Natural Gas
Mining B/6 R. Pirngadie Army
MINISTRY OF PUBLIC WORKS AND POWER
Minister/Commander of **Ir. Sutami ?
the Conefo Project
Road Construction M/G Ir. Sudarto Army
City Planning 6 **David G. Cheng~
ConstructionElectricity S Power B/G Hartono Army
Irrigation **Ir.P.C.Marjo Sudirdjo ?
At j 
M
J
J-S
J
JCh
J
J
MINISTRY FOR DEVELOPMENT OF THE MANDATORY'S PROJECTS
Minister/Deputy Minis- V/M Makki Perdanakusuihah Air Force S 
ter for development of the Mandatory's Projects
Trans-Sumatra Highway **Ir. Slamat Bratanata PNI S
VI. OTHER OFFICIALS WITH MINISTERIAL RANK 
DEPUTY MINISTERS SECONDED TO THE PRESIDIUM
Seconded to the 3rd **K.H. Fatah Jasin NU J
Deputy P.M.
Seconded to the 4th **M/G All Sadikm Marines S
Deputy P.M.: **Arifin Marahap SH IPKI MB**J.D. Massie 
**B/G Drs. Achmad 
Sukendro
?Army/IPKI Men
STATE SECRETARIAT UNDER THE 1ST DEPUTY :PRIME MINISTER
Minister/State **Mohammad Ichsan SH J
SecretaryMinister/Private *Munadnad Danusapufro SH (Katolik) J
Secretary to the 
President
Minister/Secretary to 
the Presidium
**B/G Drs. Hugeng Iman Santoso Police J
Deputy Minister/Deputy Djamin ? ?
State Secretary
SUPREME STATE INSTITUTIONS UNDER 2ND DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER
Minister/Chairman of 
the MPRS (ad interim) 
Deputy Ministers/Deputj 
Chairmen of the MPRS: 
Minister/Chairman of 
the Gotong-Rojong 
Parliament
Deputy Ministers/Deputy 
Chairmen of the DPRGR:
Minister/First Deputy Chairman of the DPA 
Deputy Minister/Second 
Deputy Chairman of 
the DPA
Minister/Secretary- 
General of the FN 
Deputy Minister/Deputy 
Secretary-General of 
the FN
Minister/Chief of the 
National Research Institute
Minister for National Planning £ Development 
Minister/Director- 
General of the Atomic 
Energy Institute 
Minister/Chairman of 
the National Defense Institute
**M/G Wilujo Puspojudo Army J
**K.H. Idham Chalid NU Bandjar**Ali Sastroamidjojo SH PNI J**I Gusti Gde Subamia PNI Bal
**B/G Prof.Dr. Teuku A rm y At jSjarif Thajeb
**K.H. Achmad Sjaichu NU J
**R/A Mursalin Daeng Navy MakMamangung 
*Asmara Hadi Partindo S**feM. Sartdno SH PNI J
**Prof. Dr. Sujono PNI JHadinoto SH
, INSTITUTIONS UNDER 3RD DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER
**K.H. Achmad Sjaichu NU J
Mohammad Dj ambek PNI Sumbawa
*Ir. Suhadi Reksowardojo ? J
**Dr. Soeharto PNI J
**Ptof.Dr.G.A. Siwabessy A
**M/G Wilujo Puspojudo Army J
Changes Occurring between Reshuffle of March 30 and the 
--- Installation of the Ampeta''Cabinet ori July 2 6 ----
Match 30 The following persons are thought to have been installed 
in the following positions on March 30 or shortly there­
after:
Minister/Deputy 
Commander of KOGAM 
Deputy Minister for 
Economic Affairs 
(under the Foreign 
Minister)
**General Dr. Abdul 
Nasution Drs. Umarjadi 
Nnotowijono~
Haris Army MB
J
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Deputy Minister for 
Political Affairs 
(under the Foreign 
Minister)
Deputy Minister 
seconded to Hth 
Deputy P.M.
Deputy Minister 
attached to 6th 
Deputy P.M.
April 2
Minister/Caretaker 
Chairman of the MPRS 
(elected by the MPRS 
leadership)
Suwito Kusumowidagdo
**Radja Tumpal Durianus 
frardede --------
*M/G Mursjid
**M/G Wilujo Puspojudo 
(in place of Dr. 
Chaerul Saleh)
?
Army
Army
J
TB
?
J
April 7
Minister/Commander of Air Commodore Rusmin Air Force J
the Air Force Nurjadin (in place ofAir V/M Sri Muljono 
Herlambang)
April 21
Deputy Minister for **M/G Basuki Rachmat Army J
Regional Autonomy and 
General Affairs (under 
the Ministry of Internal 
Affairs and held concur­
rently by the Minister)
May 2 The existing leadership of the DPRGR was dismissed and 
replaced by a 3-man caretaker team consisting of:
Deputy Minister **K.H. Achmad Sjaichu NU J
Deputy Minister **B/G Prof. Dr. Teuku Sjarif Thajeb Army At j
Deputy Minister 
May 5
**R/A Mursalin Daeng 
Mamangung Navy
Mak
Minister/Chairman of 
the Supreme Court
c. May 5
Prof. Subekti SH (re- 
placing Wir3ono Prodjo- 
dikoroSH as caretaker)
? J
Minister of Justice Abimanju SH (replacing Wirjono Prodjodikoro SH 
as caretaker)
j
May 16 R. M. Sartono SH tendered his resignation as First DeputyChairman of the DPA.
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May 17 New DPRGR leadership elected. For installation see below.
May 21
Deputy Minister for City 
Planning £ Construction
June 7
Deputy Minister/Vice 
Chairman of the MPRS
Deputy Minister for 
Cooperatives (under 
Minister of Trade)
Deputy Minister seconded 
to 4th Deputy P.M.
June 9
Minister of Justice
June 14
Deputy Minister/Vice 
Chairman of the MPRS
June 15
Minister/Chairman of 
the DPRGR
Deputy Ministers/Vice 
Chairmen of the DPRGR:
June 21
Minister/Chairman of 
the Supreme Court
June 22
Minister/Chairman of 
the MPRSDeputy Ministers/Vice 
Chairmen of the MPRS:
Ir. Rachmad Wiradisurja S
(replacing David G.
Cheng)
Osa.,Maliki (replacing 
Ali Sastroamidjojo SH) 
Col. Pan^ Suparto 
(replacing M/G Achmad 
Tirtosudiro)
M/G Achmad Tirtosudiro
PNI
Army
Army
S
J
J
Prof. Oemar Senoadji SH IPKI J(replacing Wirjono 
Prodjodikoro SH)
Subchan, Z.E. (replacing NU J
K.H. Idham Chalid)
**K.H. Achmad Sjaichu NU J
**B/G Prof.Dr. Teuku Army AtiSjarif Thajeb----
**R/A Mursalin Daeng Navy MakMamangung
Drs. Mang Reng Say Katolik FloresMohammad Isnaeni PNI J
Surjadi SH (replacing J
Prof. Subekti SH)
**General Dr. Abdul Haris Army MB
NasutionOsa Maliki PNI S
Subchan, Z.E. NU J
B/G Mashudi Army S
Melanchthon Siregar Parkindo TB
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June 23
Deputy Minister/ 
Attorney-General for 
General Supervision 
Deputy Minister/ 
Attorney-General for 
Special Affairs 
Deputy Minister/ 
Attorney-General for 
Organization Affairs 
Deputy Minister/
Attorney-General for 
Operations 6 Intelligence
Suhartono SH ? J
Sutrisno Hamidjojo SH ? J
Priatna Abdulrasjid SH ? S
Col.(CPM) Poerwo- Army Jsoenoe SH
June 28
Minister/First Deputy **Prof. Dr. Sujono PNI
Chairman of the DPA Hadinoto SH (replacing
R.M. Sartono SH)
July 13
Deputy Minister for Mrs. Lasmidjah Hardi PNI
Culture (under the (replacing the
Minister of Basic Edu- Minister)
cation and Culture)
J
J
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AMPERA CABINET OF JULY 28, 1966(1)— — ■' 1 1 . ...* 1 i---
PRIME MINISTER
President Ir.Dr.H. Soekarno 
CABINET PRESIDIUM
J-Bal
Chairman of Presidium/ ***General Suharto Army J
Chief Minister for 
Defense 8 Security
Chief Minister for ***Adam Malik [Murba] MB
Political Affairs
Chief Minister for ***K.H.Idham Chalid NU Bandjar
People's Welfare
Chief Minister for Economic S Financial
***Sri Sultan Hamengku 
Buwono IX J
Affairs
Chief Minister for Industry 6 Development
Prof. Sanusi Hardja- dinata PNI S
I. DEPARTMENTS UNDER THE CHIEF MINISTER FOR DEFENSE AND SECURITY 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
Minister/Army Commander ***General Suharto 
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
Army J
Minister/Navy Commander **R/A R. Muljadi
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Navy J
Minister/Air Force *V/M Rusmin Nurjadin Air Force J
Commander
DEPARTMENT OF THE POLICE
Minister/Police Com­
mander
***Commissioner-General Sutjipto Judodih^rdjo
Police J
DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS' AFFAIRS AND DEMOBILIZATION
Minister ***M/G H. M. Sarbini ^rmy J
Secretary-General B/G Busjiri Army J
D-G for Veterans' Commodore Soemitro Air Force J
AffairsD-«G for Demobilization 
Affairs
Commodore R.B.M. 
Djajadiningrat
Navy Ban
D-G for General Affairs Drs. F. Panggabean ? TB
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II. DEPARTMENTS UNDER THE CHIEF MINISTER FOR POLITICAL AFFAIRS 
DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
Minister
Secretary-General
***Adam Malik
D-G for Economic 
Relations
D-G for Political Affairs 
D-G for General Affairs
*Mrs. Artati Marzuki 
Sudirdjo
Teuku Moh. Ismael 
Thajeb SH
Drs. Ch. Anwar Sani 
Col.(CPM)Chaeruddin 
Tasning
[Murba]
?
?
Army
DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS
Minister **M/G Basuki Rachmat Army
Secretary-General Sumarman SH [PSI]
D-G for General Adminis- B/G Soenandar Army
tration £ Regional Prijosoedarmo
Autonomy
D-G for Village Com- ***K.H.Aminuddin Azis NU
munity Development
D-G for Agrarian *R/A Sujono Suparto Navy
Affairs £ Transmigra­
tion
D-G for Cooperatives Ir. Ibnu Sudjono ?
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Minister
Secretary-General 
D-G for Rehabilitation 
of Prisoners 
D-G for Immigration 
D-G for Judicial Devel­
opment £ Judicial 
Organs
*Prof.0emar Senoadji SH IPKI 
*Abimanju SH 
R.A. Kusnun SH
Widigda Sudigman SH ? 
Sugondo Sumodihardjo SH ?
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION
MinisterSecretary-General 
D-G for Internal £ 
External Information 
D-G for Radio, Tele­
vision £ the Film 
IndustryD-G for Printing Supply 
£ Graphic Arts
Burhanuddin M. Diah 
Col.M.Ng. Soenarjo 
Jusuf Ronodipuro
Dr. Umar Khayam
Col. Harsono
Army
?
Army
MB
J
At j 
M
7
JJ
J
J
J
J
J
JJ
s
J
?
J
J
J
J
III. DEPARTMENTS UNDER THE CHIEF MINISTER FOR PEOPLE'S WELFARE 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND CULTURE
Minister
Secretary-General
*Sarino Mangunpranoto PNI 
B/G Prof. Dr. Sumantri Army 
Hardj oprakoso
JJ
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D-G for Basic Education Col. Drs. M. Setiadi Army J
D~G for Higher Education
Kartohadikoesoemo 
*Mashuri SH [TP] J
D-G for Sport Lt.Col. Sukamto Army J
D-G for Culture
Sajidiman 
Indrosoegondho (PNI) J
D-G for Youth/Scouts Husein Mutahar ? ?
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AFFAIRS 
Minister A.M. Tambunan SH Parkindo TB
Secretary-General ***Mrs. Rusiah Sardjono SH J
D-G for Social Reha- Lt.Col. Achmadi Army J
bilitation
D-G for Social, Family Kartono Notodarmodjo 7 J
£ Children's Welfare
D-G for Natural Disaster A.M. Pasila S.Th. Parkindo Toradja
£ Social Relief Funds
Minister
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
***Prof.Dr.G.A. Siwabessy A
Secretary-General B/G Dr. Azil Widjaja- Army S
D-G for Eradication £
kusumah 
Dr. Marsaid ? ?
Prevention of Epidemics
D-G for Pharmacy Drs. Soenarto ? JD-G for Public Health Dr. K.A. Sta ? ?
DEPARTMENT OF RELIGION
Minister ***K.H. Saifuddin Zuhri NU J
Secretary-General Col. Abdul Manan Army Madurese
D-G for Islamic Affairs Rus'an ? ?
D-G for Protestant M. Abednego ? S
Affairs
D-G for Catholic Affairs Mrs.Kwari Sosrosumarto ? J
D-G for Hindu-Balinese Ida Bagus Putu Mastra •>• Bal
£ Buddhist Affairs
D-G for Hadj Affairs ***Prof.K.H.Faried Ma'ruf Muham. ?
DEPARTMENT OF MANPOWER
Minister *High Commissioner Dr. Police M
Secretary-General
Awaluddin Djamin 
Col. Chaerul Basri Army M
D-G for Development of Tatang Mahmud ? S?Manpower
D-G for Protection and Sutarto ? J
Help of Manpower
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IV. DEPARTMENTS UNDER THE CHIEF MINISTER FOR ECONOMIC 
AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS 
DEPARTMENT OF TRADE
Minister ***M/G Ashari Danudirdjo Army JSecretary-General ***Arifin Harahap SH IPKI MB
D-G for Foreign Trade *Col. Abdul Rachman Army ?
D-G for Internal Trade Titiheru ? AD-G for Marketing 6 Dr. Emil Salim'2) M
Development
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE
Minister ***Drs. Frans Seda Katolik Flores
Secretary-General B/G Sudradjat Army J
D-G for Finance Drs. Salamun ? J
D-G for State Revenues Drs. Soejoedono ? J
D-G for the State Budget Lt.Col. Piet Harjono Army J
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS
Minister Commodore Sutopo Air Force J
Secretary-General Ir. Effendi Saleh ? J
D-G for Postal & Tele­ B/G Suhardjono Army J
communications
D-G for Land Communi­ B/G Sentot Iskandar- Army S
cations dinata
D-G for Air Communi­ Col. Ashadi Tjahjadi Air Force ?
cations
DEPARTMENT OF MARITIME AFFAIRS
Minister *R/A Jatidjan Navy J
Secretary-General Commodore Suwandi Navy J
D-G for Maritime ***R. Mardanus (Navy) J
Industries
D-G for Sea Communica­ *Commodore Susatyo Navy J
tions MardhieD-G for Exploitation of ***R/A Hamzah Atmohandojo Navy J
Marine Resources
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Minister B/G Sutjipto SH Army JSecretary-General Amin Tjokrosoeseno ? J
D-G for Agriculture Ir. Sadikin IPKI S?
D-G for Forestry ***Sudjarwo ? J
D-G for Animal Husbandry Dr. (vet.) Soetopo IPKI? J
DEPARTMENT OF PLANTATIONS AFFAIRS
Minister ***Ir.P.C.Harjo Sudirdjo ? JSecretary-General Lt.Col.(CKH) Mudjono SH Army/SOKSI J
D-G for People’s Plan- Ir. P. Putiray ? ?
tations
D-G for State Planta­
tions
Col. Samirahardjo SH Army J
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V. DEPARTMENTS UNDER THE CHIEF MINISTER FOR INDUSTRY AND DEVELOPMENT 
DEPARTMENT OF BASIC AND LIGHT INDUSTRY AND ENERGY
Minister ***M/G Andi Mohammad Army BugJusuf
Secretary-General Drs. Barli Halim ? ?
D-G for Basic Industry Ir. Suhartojo ? J
D-G for Light Industry B/G Drs. Katik Soeroso Police J
D-G for Chemical Lt.Col.Ir.Agus Sujono Army J
Industry
D-G for Aviation Commodore Srimartojo Air Force J
Industry
D-G for Electricity Ir. Achmad Muhammad ? ?Husni
DEPARTMENT' OF TEXTILE AND HOME INDUSTRY
Minister Ir. H.M. Sanusi Muham. ?
Secretary-General Col. J. Rambe Army MB
D-G for Textile Industry *Ir. Sjafiun • MD-G for Home Industry Ir. Slamet Izzan ? ?
DEPARTMENT OF MINING
Minister ***Ir. Slamat Bratanata PNI SSecretary-General Ir. Koernadi Karta- PNI Satmadja
D-G for Mining B/G Sudarman Army J
D-G for Natural Gas ***M/G Dr. Ibnu Sutowo Army J
8 Oil DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Minister ***Ir. Sutami ? JSecretary-General B/G Dandi Kadarsan Army ?
D-G for Water Supply Ir. Soejono *>• J
D-G for City Planning *Ir. Rachmad ■> s
8 Construction Wiradisurja
D-G for Road Construc­ B/G R.A. Sarsono Army J
tion
D-G for the Trans- Ir. Omar Tusin PalSumatra Highway
(1) See above p. 187.
(2) Dr. Emil Salim chose not to accept his appointment
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INDEX OF PERSONS WITH MINISTERIAL RANK 
BETWEEN OCTOBER 1, 1965-JULY 28, 1966
Ethnic Affi-
Organizational liation/Birth- 
Name Affiliation place_____ Cabinets
Abdul Manan 
Widjaja, Col. Army
Abdul Rachman, Col. Army
Abdul Wahab 
Surj oadiningrat
SH [PIR]
Abednego, M. 
Abimanju SH
?
Achadi, Drs. A. 
Mohammad [TP]
Achmadi, M/G 
(titular). [TP]
Achmadi, L/C. Army
Aidit, Dipa 
Nusantara [PKI]
Ali Sadikin, M/G. Marines
Ali Sastroamidjojo 
SH PNI
Amin Tjokrosoeseno ?
Aminuddin Azis, 
K.H. NU
Armunanto Partindo
Arudj i 
Kartawinata PSII
Ashadi Tjahjadi, 
Col. Air Force
Ashari
Danudirdjo, M/G. Army
Asmara Hadi Partindo
Astrawinata SH, 
Achmad
Awaluddin Djamin, 
High/C. Dr. Police
Madurese(Malang) 4
? 3 4
J (Djombang) 1
S 4
J 3 t
J (Kebumen) 1 2
J (Solo) 1 2
J 4
? (Medan) 1
S (Sumedang) 1 2 3
J (Magelang) 1 2 3
J 4
J 1 2 3 t
J (Malang) 1 2
S (Garut) 1
?
J 1 2  3 4
S (Bengkulu) 2 3
S (Palembang) 1 2
M (Padang) 3 4
Year of Birth
1914
•>
1912
?
?
?
1927
?
1923
1926
1903
?
?
1914
1905
?
?
1914
1916
1927
2m
Azil Wiajajakusumah,
B/G. Dr. .. Army S (Djakarta) 4 1917
Azis Saleh, M/G. 
Dr. Abdul Army/IPKI J (Djakarta) 1 2 1914
Basuki Rachmat, 
M/G. Army J 2 3 4 ?
Bratanata, Ir. 
Slamat PNI S 1 2 3 4 ?
Boegie Soepeno, 
Asst. High/C. Drs. Police J 1 ?
Busjiri
Prawotowidjoko,B/G. Army J 4 ?
Chaerul Basri, Col. Army M (Rao) 4 1921
Chaerul Saleh, Dr. (Murba) M (Sawahlunto) 1 2 1916
Cheng, David G. Ch 1 2 3 ?
Dandi Kadarsan, 
B/G. Army ? 4 ?
Dhani, V/M. Omar Air Force J (Solo) 1 2 1924
Diah, Burhanuddin M . Atj? (Kutaradja) 4 1916
Dj aj adiningrat, 
Commodore R.B.M. Navy Ban 4 ?
Djambek, Mohammad PNI Sumbawa 3 1922
Djamin ? ? 3 ?
Djuned Pusponegoro, 
Prof. Dr. Sudjono J (Pekalongan) 1 1908
Effendi Saleh, Ir. ? J (Djakarta) 4 1912
Faried Ma’ruf, 
Prof. K.H. Muham. ? 1 2 3 4 ?
Fatah Jasin, K.H. NU J (Surabaja) 1 2 3 1915
Gandamana, Ipik IPKI S (Krawang) 1 1906
Halim, Drs. Barli ? ? 4 ?
Hamengku Buwono 
IX, Sri Sultan J (Jogja) 1 2 3 4 1912
Hamzah
Atmohandojo, V/A. Navy J (Banjumas) 1 2 3 4 1923
Harahap SH, 
Arifin IPKI MB (Sibolga) 1 2 3 4 1917
Hardi, Mrs. 
Lasmidjah PNI J 3 ?
Harjono, L/C. 
Piet Army J 4 ?
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Harjo Sudirjo, Ir. 
Petrus Canisius ?
Harsono, Col. Army
Hartawan
Wirjodiprodjo,
B/G.R. Army
Hartono, M/G. Marines
Hartoho 
Wirj odiprodjo, 
M/G.R. Army
Hassan, H. Mohammad NU
Hermanses SH, 
Rudolf ?
Hidajat 
Martaatmadja, 
L/G. R. Army
Hugeng Iman 
Santoso, B/G. Drs. Police
Husni, Ir. Achmad 
Muhammad ?
Ibnu Sudjono, Ir. ?
Ibnu Sutowo, 
M/G. Dr. Army
Ichsan SH, 
Mohammad
Idham Chalid, 
Dr. K. H. NU
Iljas, K. H. 
Mohammad NU
Indrosoegondho (PNI)
Isnaeni, Mohammad PNI
Iwa
Kusumasumantri 
SH, Prof. (Murba)
Jatidjan, R/A. Navy
Jusuf, B/G. 
Achmad Army
Jusuf, M/G. Andi 
Mohammad Army
Jusuf Muda PNI
Dalam, Teuku
J (Jogja) 1 2  3 4 ?
J CPati) 4 1920
J 1 2 ?
J 1 2  3 ?
J 3 ?
Ch (Tanah Grogot) 2 1925
Men (Pulau
Gangga) 1 2 3  1921
S (Tjiandjur) 1 2 1916
J (Pekalongan) 1 2 3  1921
? 4 ?
J *4 ?
J (Grobogan) 1 2 3 4  1914
J (Weleri-Kendal) 1 2 3  1902
Bandjar (Amuntai) 1 2 3 4  1921
J (Kraksaan) 1 1911
J (Jogja) 4 ?
J (Ponorogo) 3 1919
S (Tjiamis) 1 1899
J (Solo) 3 4 1926
? 1 2 ?
Bug 1 2 3 4  ?
Atj (Bambi-
Sigli) 1 2 1914
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Kartono 
Notodarroodj o ?
Khayam, Dr. Umar
Koernadi 
Kartaatmadj a,Ir. PNI
KurwetKartaadiredja 
Kusnun SH, R.A. 
KwariSosrosumarto, Mrs . ?
Leimena, Dr. Johannes Parkindo
Lukman ul'hakim, 
Muhammad [PKI]
MakkiPerdanakusumah, 
V/M. Air Force
Maladi, R. 
Malik, Adam [Murba]
Mang Reng Say, 
Drs. Ben Katolik
Mardanus, R. (Navy)
Marsaid, Dr. ?
Martadinata, 
V/A. R. Eddy Navy
Marzuki Jatim, 
K.H. Muham.
Marzuki Sudirdjo, 
Mrs. Artati
Mashudi, B/G. Army
Mashuri SH [TP]
Massie, Jan 
Daniel ?
Mastra, Ida 
Bagus Putu ?
Mochtar Osman ?
Mudjoko
Kusumodirdj o,B/G. Police
Mudjono SH, 
L/C (CKH). Army/SOKSI
J ?
J (Ngawi) 1932
S (Djakarta) 1931
S 2 ?
J ?
J ?
A (Ambon) 1 2 3 1905
J (Tegal) 1 1920
S 3 ?
J (Solo) 1 2 3 1912
MB (Pf Siantar) 1 2 3 1917
Flores 3 1928
J (Solo) 1 2 3 1920
? 7
S (Bandung) 1 1921
M 2 3 ?
J (Salatiga) 1 ?
S 3 7
J 3 ?
Men (Langowan) 1 2 3 1901
Bal ?
? 1 2 ?
J (Malang) 1 2 1917
J ?
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Muljadi, R/A. R. Navy J (Klaten) 2 3 4 1924
Muljadi Djojomartono 
H. Mohammad Muham. if (Solo) 1 2 3 1898
Munadjad 
Danusaputro SH (Katolik) J (Salatiga) 2 3 1920
Mursalin Daeng 
Mamangung, R/A. Navy Mak 1 2 3
Mursjid, M/G. Army ? 2 3 ?
Mutahar, Husein ? ? 4 ?
Nasution, General 
Dr. Abdul Haris Army MB (Kotanopan) 1 2 3 1918
Njoto [PKI] J (Djember) 1 192S
Notohamiprodjo, M. ? J (Jogja) 1 2 1915
Osa Maliki 
Wangsadinata PNI S (Padalarang) 3 1907
Pandelaki, Drs. 
Hans A. ? Men 1 2 3 ?
Panggabean, Drs. F. ? TB 4 ?
Pardede, Radja 
Tumpal Durianus ? TB 1 2 3 ?
Partono
Partokusumo, V/M 
(titular) (Air Force) J 1 2 3 ?
Pasila S. Th., 
A.M. Parkipdo Toradja 4 ?
Pirngadie, B/G. R. Army J-S (Bogor) 3 1917
Prawiro, Drs. Radius ? J 1 2 3 ?
PriatnaAbdulrasjid SH S 3 ?
Prij ono, Prof. Dr. [Murba] J (Jogja) 1 2 1907
Poerwosoenoe SH, 
Col. (CPM) Army J 3 ?
Putiray, Ir. P. ? ? 4 ?
Rachmad
Wiradisurja, Ir. ? S 3 4 ?
Rambe, Col. J . Army MB 4 ?
Ronodipuro, 
Jusuf ? J (Salatiga) 4 1919
Rumambi, Rev. 
Wilhelm Johannes (Parkindo) Men (Tompaso) 1 2 3 1916
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Rus' an ? ? if ?
Roeslan Abdoelgani 
Prof. Dr. H . * PNI J (Surabaja) ! 2 3 ism
Rusmin Nurjadin, 
V/M. Air Force J (Malang) 3 If 1930
Sadikin, Ir. IPKI? S If ?
Sadjarwo SH PNI J (Solo) 1 2 1917
Said, Mohammad J 3 ?
Salamun, Drs. ? J H ?
Salatun, Commodore J. Air Force J 3 1927
Salim, Dr. Emil M 4 ?
Samirahardjo SH, Col. Army J *4 ?
Sani, Drs. Ch. 
Anwar ? M? ?
Sanusi, Ir. H.M. Muham. ? 14 7
Sanusi
Hardjadinata,
Prof. PNI S (Garut) If 1914
Sarbini
Martodihardjo, 
M/G. H.M. Army J (Kebumen) 1 2 3 if 1914
Sardjono SH, 
Mrs. Rusiah J 1 2 3 1919
Sarino
Mangunpranoto PNI J (Purworedjo) 3 14 1911
Sarsono, B/G. R.M. Army J 14 ?
Sartono SH, R.M. PNI J (Wonogiri) 1 2 3 1900
Satrio, M/G. 
Prof. Dr. Army J (Banjuwangi) 1 2 3 1916
Seda, Drs. Frans Katplik Flores (Lekabai) 1 2 3 14 1926
Senoadji SH, 
Prof. Oemar IPKI J (Solo) 3 If 1915
Sentot
Iskandardinata, 
B/G.
SetiadiKartohadikoesoemo 
Col. Drs. M .
Setiadi
Reksoprodjo, Ir.
Army
>Army
[Pemuda
Rakjat] J (Kutoardjo) 1 2 1922
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Simatupang SH ?
Siregar,
Melanchthon Parkindo
Siwabessy, Prof. 
Dr. Gerrit 
Augustinus
Sjafe'i, L/C. 
Imam Army
Sjafiun, Ir. ?
Sjaichu, K. H. 
Achmad NU
Slamet Izzan, 
Ir. ?
Srimartojo 
Widagdo, Commo­
dore Air Force
Sri Muljono 
Herlambang, V/M. Air Force
Sta, Dr. K. A. ?
Subamia, I 
Gusti Gde PNI
Subandrio, Dr. H.
Subchan Z. E., 
H.M. NU
Subekti SH, Prof.
Sudarman, B/G. 
R.M. Army
Sudarto, M/G. Ir. Army
Sudibjo PSII
Sudj arwo ?
Sudradjat, B/G. Army
Sugih Arto, M/G. 
R. Army
Sugondo
Sumodihardjo SH ?
Suhadi
Reksowardojo, Ir. ?
Suhardi, B/G. Army
Suhardjono, B/G. Army
Suharnoko 
Harbani, V/M. Air Force
TB
TB (Humbang)
A (Saparua)
Dj (Djakarta)
M
J (Surabaja)
?
J
J
?
Bal (Tabanan)
J (Malang)
J
J
J
J
J (Probolinggo) 
J (Wonogiri)
J
J (Jogja)
J
J
J (Klaten)
J
J
3 ?
3 1913
1 2 3 4  1914
2 1923
3 4 ?
1 2 3  1921
4 ?
4 ?
1 2 1930
4 ?
1 2 3  1921
1 2 1915
3 ?
3 ?
4 ?
3 ?
1 2 1915
1 2 3 4  1922
4 ?
3 1924
4 ?
2 3 ?
3 1912
4 ?
2 3 ?
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Soeharto, Dr. PNI J (Klaten) 1 2 3 1908
Suharto, General Army J (Jogja) 1 2 3 4 ' 1921
Suhartojo, Ir. ? J ?
Suhartoho SH ? J 3 ?
Soejono, Ir. ? J ?
Sujono, L/C. Ir. 
Agus Army J «+ ?
Sujono Hadinoto 
SH, Prof. Dr. PNI J (Blora) 1 2 3 1915
Sujono Suparto, 
R/A. Navy J 3 ?
Soejoedono, Drs. ? J i+ ?
Sukamto
Sajidiman, L/C. Army/Kosgoro J *f ?
Sukardan SH J (Kedu) 1 2 1911
Sukarno, Ir. ? J 2 3 ?
Soekarno, 
President Ir. 
Dr. H. J-Bal (Blitar) 1 2 3 1901
Sukarno
Djojonagoro,General Police J (Banjumas) 1 2 1908
Sukendro, B/G. Drs. H. Achjnad Army/IPKI J 1 2 3 ?
Sumantri 
Hardjoprakoso, 
M/G. Prof. Dr. Army J (Solo) t* 1913
Sumardjo PGRI non­federation) J (Klaten) 2 ?
Sumarman SH [PSI] J (Madiun) 4 1916
Sumarno SH PNI J (Klaten) 1 2 3 1916
Sumarno 
Sosroatmodjo, 
M/G. Dr. Army J (Djember) 1 2 1911
Sumarto, Comm/G. Police J 2 ?
Soemitro,Commodore Air Force J ?
Soenandar
Prijosoedarmo,
B/G. Army J ?
Soenarjo, Col. 
M. Ng. Army J (Solo) If 1908
2 2 1
Soenarto, Drs. ? J 4 ?
Suparto, Col. 
Pang Army J 3 ?
Suprajogi, 
M/G. D. Army ? 1 2 1914
Surachman, Ir. PNI J 1 2 ?
Suriadarma, 
Marshal R. 
Surjadi Air Force Tj (Banjupangi) 1 2 1912
Surjadi, Drs. PNI J 1 2 ?
Soeroso, B/G. 
Drs. Katik Police J 4 ?
Susatyo Mardhie, 
Commodore Navy J 3 4 ?
Sutami, Ir. ? J 1 2 3 4 ?
Sutardhio, B/G. 
Augustinus Army J 1 2 ?
Sutarto ? J 4 ?
Sutjipto SH, 
B/G. Army J (Bojolali) 4 1926
Sutjipto
Judodihardjo,
Comm/G. Police J (Djember) 1 2 3 4 1917
Sutjipto Surjo 
Amidharmo SH PNI J 1 2 3 ?
Sutomo
Martopradoto Partindo J (Solo?) 1 2 ?
Soetopo, Dr. 
(Veterinary) IPKI? J 4 ?
Sutopo, 
Commodore Air Force J (Wonogiri) 4 1924
Sutrisno 
Hamidjojo SH ? J 3 ?
Suwandi, 
Commodore W. Navy J 4 ?
Suwito
Kusumowidagdo J (Solo) 3 1917
Tambunan SH, A.M. Parkindo TB (Tarutung) 4 1911
Tasning, Col.
(CPM) Chaeruddin Army ? 4 ?
Tatang Mahmud ? V 4 ?
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Thajeb, Teuku 
Mohammad Hadi Atj (Djakarta) 1 2 3 ?
Thajeb SH, Teuku 
Mohammad Ismael ? Atj (Djakarta) 1917
Thajeb, M/G. Prof. 
Dr. Teuku Sjarif Army Atj (Djakarta) 1 2 3 ?
Tirtosudiro, M/G. 
Achmad Army J 3 ?
Titiheru ? A *4 ?
Tumakaka, Jurius Kurame Sang (Kolonodale, 
C. Sulawesi) 2 1926
Tusin, Ir. Omar Pal (Lahat) k 1928
Oei Tjoe Tat SH Baperki Ch (Solo) 1 2 1922
UmarjadiNjotowijono, Drs. ? J 3 ?
Utojo Utorao, B/G. Army J 3 ?
Widigda 
Sudigman SH ? S 14 ?
Wilujo Puspojudo, 
M/G. Army J (Pekalongan) 1 2 3 1919
Wirjono
Prodjodikoro SH (PNI) J (Solo) 1 2 3 1903
Yani, General 
(post.) Achmad Army J (Pupworedjo) 1 1922
Zuhri, K. H. 
Saifuddin NU J (Banjumas) 1 2 3 1819
